Tower Designs
Where Imaginations Soar

Hedra® EN
Ages 5 to 12 years
Say YES to the new shape of Play!
This unique CUSTOM geometric configuration and continuous
circuits create a hive of evolving play that encourages exploration.
Kids enjoy novel play experiences, time after time. Components
are spaced specifically to meet EN standards.

Hedra® provides a world where the next move is always the right
one. A world where kids can safely navigate via their own intuition
and curiosity. Where experiences and activities can’t be counted,
only created.
Hedra® offers the permission kids need to invent and reinvent
routes, games, imaginary environments and personal bests. It is
one world, with endless
outcomes.
Connect one or more
Hedra® Towers to bring
additional dimension to
the adventure.

Contact us for further
information.

Super Netplex®
Ages 5 to 12 years
We took your favourite Netplex® components and brought them to significant new heights. Now every child can
climb as high as 2.4m and 3.6m with Super Netplex® .
Inclusivity is built into these elevated playstructures. The centre spiral belting with grippy texture, provides an easy
way for everyone to get to the top. It’s surrounded by a web of cables that support a multitude of climbers.
The result is a thrilling network of varying routes that allows friends of all abilities to play alongside one another.

Everyone can enjoy the spectacular view from the towers while those watching below have perfect sightlines to all
the activity.
Choose from 4 Super Netplex Designs, each providing the benefits of height, accessibility and visibility.

Model 254625
Area Required:
FHOF:

13.7m x 9.7m
2.44m

Max. Equip Height: 5.6m

Model 254626
Area Required:
FHOF:

Model 254627
11.6m x 12.6m
3.0m

Max. Equip Height: 7.82m

Area Required:
FHOF:

18.2m x 12.5m
3.0m

Max. Equip Height: 7.82m

Netplex®
Ages 5 to 12 years
This futuristic climbing experience pushes kids ages 5 to 12 beyond their known boundaries into a world of interconnected cables where there’s no right or wrong way to play.
They can create their own path through a complex of multi-levelled, webbed nets. Climb to the top, swing from
rope to rope, rest on one of the perches or slide down the steepest slide available.
Netplex® is a hub of individual and social activity. Netplex® introduces patented* clamping technology and a
whole new experience in configurability. This net-based product is part of the PlayBooster® family. So you can
install Netplex® to stand on its own, or connect it to any standard PlayBooster® playstructure.
This also means you can mix and match PlayBooster® components with Netplex® spinners, overhead events and
bridges to make sure kids get a full dose of fun and healthy development opportunities.
It’s easy to create your own Netplex® Designs!
1. Select a Mainstructure

Model 3872

Area Required:
FHOF:

2. Pick a core climber

Model 5112
12.6m x 10.2m
2.4m

Max. Equip Height: 4.8m

Area Required:
FHOF:

3.

12.0m x 9.2m
2.4m

Max. Equip Height: 4.8m

Add your favourite components

Model 3868

Area Required:
FHOF:

12.0m x 13.0m
2.4m

Max. Equip Height: 4.8m

Alpha®Tower and Alpha Link®Towers
Ages 5 to 12 years
The Alpha® Tower and Alpha Link® Towers bring height to your playground with multiple climbing opportunities
and exhilarating sliding at a soaring 6m.
The compact interior will have kids climbing and crawling to explore all the different activities. It stays cool on the
inside with plenty of places to chill, including the popular belt hammock.
The distinctive geometric design of these playstructures encourages imaginative play. Is it a spaceship? A futuristic fort? Kids will love finding all the unique lookout spots along with the shaded spaces inside for relaxing and
socializing.
Parents and supervisors will appreciate the large perforated and slotted panels that offer clear sightlines.
The cool aesthetics of the Hot Dip Galvanized (HDG) steel frame are ideal for this modern design and offer enhanced corrosion-resistance for Coastal Environments.
Model 242982
Area Required:
FHOF:

Model 242983
12.7m x 11.4m
2.4m

Max. Equip Height: 6.1m

Area Required:
FHOF:

14.0m x 12.0m
2.4m

Max. Equip Height: 6.1m

PlayOdyssey® Tower
Ages 5 to 12 years
An adventure to new heights of play!
The PlayOdyssey® Tower EN gives kids an adventurous voyage of new proportions. Two octagonal decks (3m and 3.6m) open up 11 sq/m of double
decker fun for explorers to journey to the top for the best view.
The PlayOdyssey® Tower EN mainstructure offers a challenging climbing
adventure and offers kids an adventurous voyage of new proportions.

Vertical Climbers connect upper and lower decks enabling kids to traverse to
new heights and coast down the never ending slides. Add any PlayBooster® play component for additional fun.

Model 5114EN
Area Required:
FHOF:

Max. Equip Height:

13.9m x 9.9m
3.0m

6.6m

PlayOdyssey® Structural Frame:

Post length of the double ladder/central column shall vary depending
upon the deck height and shall be flush with the bottom of a deck infill
or a minimum of 46" (116cm) above the deck height.

Posts:

All steel PlayOdyssey® posts are manufactured from 5" O.D.
(127mm) tubing with a wall thickness of .120" and shall be galvanized
after rolling and shall have both the I.D. and the cut ends sprayed with
a corrosion resistant coating.

Clamps:

Clamps: All clamps are ProShield finished and, unless otherwise noted, shall be die cast using a 369.1 aluminium alloy.

Decks:
Post Profile

All decks shall be of modular design and have 5/16" diameter holes on
the standing surface. There shall be a minimum of (4) slots in each
face to accommodate face mounting of components. Decks shall be
manufactured from a single piece of low carbon 12 GA (.105") sheet
steel The deck shall be TenderTuff-coated brown or grey only.

TenderTuff Coating:

Metal components to be TenderTuff-coated. Standard colours are
available, all with a matte finish

ProShield Finish:

All metal components with ProShield finish shall have an average film
thickness of .006. Standard Colours are available.
Deck Colours

Hot Dipped Galvanized (HDG) Steel:

Steel components to be Hot Dipped Galvanized.

Rotationally Moulded Polyethylene Parts:
TenderTuff Colours

These parts shall be moulded using prime natural linear low-density
polyethylene having a tensile strength. Standard colours are available.

Recycled Permalene Parts:

These parts shall be manufactured from 3/4" high-density polyethylene that has been specially formulated for optimum UV stability and
colour retention. Standard colours are available.

Warranty:

PlayOdyssey® comes with a 100 year limited warranty on posts and a
15 year limited warranty on plastic and steel components. Beyond
that, it is backed by our personal commitment to keep you satisfied.
To learn more about our Warranty contact us today!
Polycarbonate Colours

ProShield Colours

Polyethylene Colours

Permalene Colours

Custom Towers
Design Matters - Play Matters More!

For us, “Design” really refers to what a Playstructure looks like as
much as it does the play value built into it.
We simply can’t design one without the other. And for one good
reason: Play value is what creates return visitors.
That’s why we design play environments to be fresh and exciting
every visit.
Integrated play opportunities ensure that there are always multiple
options, for a child’s next move.
Inclusive playspaces encourage children of all abilities to play
alongside one another. We ask ourselves - is it fun?

If you would like further information. Please contact one of our Consultants

Tel:
Email:
Or visit our Website:

(02) 9725 5604
info@parkequip.com.au
www.parkequip.com.au

